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Governor’s Letter
Dear Maryland Warriors:

vation of the relics and
monuments of Maryland.
I am delighted and
None of the statues redeeply honored by my new
moved relate to our colorole as Governor of our Sonial period or even (in the
ciety. Like most of you, my
case of the Confederate
association with our entermonuments) very much to
prise has been long, varied,
Maryland at all, but the
and enjoyable. My newly
Mayor’s actions raise a
assumed duties are far
question we continually
from onerous, and I am
address in our public benegrateful to those in the
factions. How do we reEvents, Communications,
dedicate today’s Maryland
Historical Projects, and
to the inspiring accomother Committees who
plishments of our colonial
carry the real load. I am also
predecessors without hidgrateful to past Governors
Governor Mortimer Sellers with immediate predecessor
ing or ignoring their misand particularly my most
John L. Bruch III (right)
takes? We do so, I believe,
recent predecessors, who
by identifying the founding
continue to guide me.
principles
we should be most
To be the Governor is to have an
historical and commemorative,
proud
of,
and
recording the history
excuse for reflection that I exercise
purposes that may not always be
of
their
extension
and expansion
with pleasure. I recall in particular
fully congruent—or not obviously
(with occasional setbacks) in subseour collective purpose to comso. We in Maryland have a proud
quent years. We can acknowledge
memorate the events of North
history of religious and civic freeour ancestors’ imperfections, while
American colonial history between
dom, beginning with the arrival of
celebrating how they ultimately
the settlement of Jamestown, Virthe Ark and the Dove on March 25,
made our State more perfect, more
ginia in 1607 and the battle of Lex1634. But we also have legacies of
beautiful—and more just.
ington in 1775. We feel a special
slavery and various forms of opThis philosophy applies to our
duty to honor the deeds and relics
pression, which occurred in Marymost
recent historical project, the
of that period in part because of our
land as they do throughout the
restoration of the life-size portrait
own descent from those who,
world, and of which we are also—
of Queen Henrietta Maria that long
through their acts and counsel as
and should be—fully aware. Rehung in the Governor’s Reception
leaders in the British colonies, were
cently the Mayor of Baltimore reRoom in the Maryland State
in truth the founders of this nation.
moved four large, well-known,
House.
This inspires (or should inspire) us
and monumental statues of controMaryland’s name, “Terra Mato perpetuate the fraternal and paversial figures from public display
riae,”
honors this French queen of
triotic spirit that made our freedom
because she judged it to be “in the
a
Stuart
monarch, who encouraged
and unity possible.
best interest of my city” to do so.
his contempt for ancient English
Our duties and interests are paThis is of great concern to those
triotic and inspirational, but also
dedicated as we are to the preserContinued on page 3
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Reveille
Enrolling new members is a
vital part of the effort to sustain the Society of Colonial
Wars in the State of Maryland.
Many thanks go to Membership Chairmen Talbot J. Albert
IV and Henry Conley Pitts, and
to Installation Chairman William Holland Wilmer III for
their important work on behalf
of our Society’s new members.
A warm welcome is extended
to the following gentlemen,
listed with the dates of their
election by the Council to
membership in our Society, as
recorded by Registrar Alfred T.
Gundry III.
THOMAS GRAHAM RIDGELY
KASTENDIKE
(on November 10, 2016)
JAMES HENDERSON DORSEY
(on November 10, 2016)
CHARLES WELD ROBINSON II
(on December 8, 2016)

Taps
We record with sadness the deaths
of the following Maryland Colonial Warriors. Their obituaries,
compiled by Society Historian
William J.D. Somerville III, are
provided here.
ALEXANDER CLARKE
MAGRUDER, SR
(on October 7, 2016)

Alexander Clarke Magruder, Sr.,
of Alexandria, Virginia, died on
Monday, October 7, 2016. He attended Saint Albans Episcopal
School and graduated in 1952.
Then he attended both the University of Virginia and the University
of Maryland. He was a member of
the Society of the Cincinnati in the
State of Maryland, The Society of
The Ark and The Dove, the
Jamestown Society, the Society of
the War of 1812 in Virginia, the Order of Indian Wars, and the Aztec
Club of 1847, among other patriotic
and hereditary societies. He was
elected to our Society in 2004.
GEORGE DONALD RILEY, JR
(on December 18, 2016)

WILLIAM COVENTRY CASTELL
(on January 12, 2017)
GRAY ALAN CLEMSON
(on January 12, 2017)
TIMOTHY EDGERLEY PARKER
(on February 9, 2017)
JAMES GOLDSBOROUGH
BIGWOOD
(on March 9, 2017)
ALEXANDER MCLANE HOPKINS
(on May 3, 2017)
RICHARD OLIVER SCHWAB, JR
(on September 14, 2017)

George Donald “Don” Riley, Jr.,
a Navy veteran and author, died of
lung disease on December 18, 2016,
at the Fairhaven retirement community in Sykesville. He was 92.
Born in Philadelphia and raised
in Baltimore, he graduated from
Baltimore Polytechnic Institute in
1942. He then attended the Severn
School in Severna Park, which at
the time had a preparatory program for the U.S. Naval Academy.
He graduated from the Naval
Academy in 1946 and was commissioned as an ensign. Later, he
earned a master’s degree in economics from American University
in 1961.
He served aboard the destroyer

tender USS Frontier in the Pacific,
the aircraft carrier USS Franklin D.
Roosevelt in the Atlantic, the fleet
oiler USS Caliente off the coast of
Korea during the Korean War, and
with the Pacific Fleet’s submarine
force in Hawaii. He also taught
economics and government at the
Naval Academy, served as commanding officer of the Navy’s Petroleum Inspection Offices in
Bahrain and Saudi Arabia, and was
the head of petroleum logistics in
the Office of the Chief of Naval
Operations. He earned the Joint
Services Commendation Medal
while serving in the Office of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff. After leaving
the military, he worked as director
of research for the Association of
Oil Pipelines in Washington for 17
years.
During that time, he settled in
Westminster at Farm Content, a
property that had previously been
owned by his wife’s family. Farm
Content had been built in 1795 by
David Shriver. David Shriver was a
Revolutionary War-era state legislator, and Mr. Riley was intrigued
by his story and the property’s history. He wrote a book, David
Shriver (1735-1826), and had Farm
Content, as well as a neighboring
property, Avondale, listed on the
National Register of Historic
Places.
In addition to the Shriver book,
he was author of Tidewater Maryland Ancestors, Journey to Bahrain,
The Ghost of Legh Furnace, and Two
Guys from Baltimore.
Mr. Riley volunteered in the research library of the Historical Society of Carroll County. He also
served on the boards of the Maryland Historical Society, the Union
Mills Homestead Foundation, the
Historic Shriver Graveyard, the Society of Sons of the Revolution, and
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the Westminster Riding Club. He
was elected to our Society in 1996.
RICHARD CHARLES MANNING III
(on April 10, 2017)

Richard Charles “Dick” Manning III died on April 10, 2017, at
Roland Park Place from diabetes.
He was 88 years old and had lived
in Roland Park for most of his life.
After graduating from Baltimore
City College, he joined the Navy
and served with the North Atlantic
Fleet. Upon discharge from the
military, he joined the family business, Equable Fuel Company.
When the business was sold, he
worked for the Baltimore News
American in retail sales. In 1966, he
left the News American and went to
work for a newspaper in Sydney,
Australia, for several years. Returning to the United States, he
worked for Baltimore Gas & Electric Company, retiring in 1994.
He was a member of the Society
of Sons of the Revolution, the Society of the Sons of the American
Revolution, and the Society of the
War of 1812. He also was a member
of the St. Andrew’s Society, the St.
George Society, the Paint and Pow-

der Club, and several other patriotic and fraternal organizations. He
was also a member of the Johns
Hopkins Club and the Baltimore
Country Club. He was elected to
our Society in 1999.
HOWARD SHERRY BOOTE, JR
(on June 1, 2017)

Howard Sherry Boote, Jr., a retired Wagner Bowman Management Corporation financial adviser
who collected antiques, died on
June 1, 2017, of pneumonia at his
Elkridge Estates home in North
Roland Park. He was 82.
After graduating in 1952 from
Loyola High School, he earned a
bachelor’s degree in economics
from the University of Virginia.
Commissioned as an ensign in the
Navy, he served aboard a tanker in
the Mediterranean for two years
until being discharged. He returned to the University of Virginia, where he earned a master’s
degree in business administration
from its Darden School of Business.
Beginning in 1961, he worked at
the Federal Reserve Bank in Richmond. In 1964, he joined the Union
Trust Company in Baltimore. From
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rights. Yet Cecil Calvert and his allies under the Queen’s patronage
would protect religious freedom in
the New World far better than it
ever had been protected in England or anywhere else in the old
one.
Maryland’s beautiful portrait of
the loyal sister, wife, and mother of
absolutist and oppressive monarchs reminds us of the complicated history that produced our
tolerant and enlightened society.
When the Assembly of the Maryland colony passed its “Act Concerning Religion” on April 21, 1649,

1968 until 1981, he was vice president and treasurer of Peterson,
Howell and Heather, the automobile fleet-leasing and mortgage
company. He was an executive and
financial adviser for what became
Wagner Bowman Management
Corporation from 1982 until his retirement in 2011.
He had been a member of the
boards of the Union Trust Company, the Peabody Conservatory,
and the St. Paul’s School for Girls.
He was elected to our Society in
1965.

it did so in part to protect the Roman Catholic legacy of the
Calverts, encouraged by their foreign Queen. Then and “henceforth” (with some lacunae), no resident of Maryland would “be in any
ways troubled, molested or discountenanced for or in respect of
his or her religion, nor in the free
exercise thereof.”
We do indeed have much to be
proud of.
Respectfully submitted,

—Mortimer N.S. Sellers,
Governor

MORTIMER NEWLIN STEAD SELLERS
Governor
Cordially Invites You and Your Lady to Our

CHRISTMAS
PARTY
Saturday December 2, 2017
6:00pm To 9:00pm
The Elkridge Club
6100 North Charles Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21212
Parking is available on site
Reduced fare for under 40 set
RSVP prior to Wednesday, November 22
using the enclosed reply card
KEY S.C. WORCESTER
Secretary

WALTER BYRD MITCHELL
Events Committee Chair
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Final Liberty Tree Cross Takes its Place in the Basilica
By Jeffrey Scott Watkins

furniture. The party sat down in
the dining room for delicious meal
For his defense of religious libunder the gaze of Archbishop John
erty in the United States and his
Carroll’s portrait by Rembrandt
support of Maryland Day, the SociPeale surrounded by four large
ety of Colonial Wars in the State of
18th-century paintings from the
Maryland (SCWMD) awarded BalSchool of Peter Paul Rubens, the
timore Archbishop William E. Lori
latter group another gift from Cara Liberty Tree Cross and Box. It
dinal Fesch.
was presented on the evening of
To go along with the Liberty
March 7, 2017, when Society
Tree
Cross and Box, Dr. Henry
representatives Governor John
Miller
presented the ArchL. Bruch III, Lt. Governor Genbishop with a 17th-century brick
eral Henry Conley Pitts, Former
from the foundation of the 1667
Governor and General Society
Jesuit Chapel in St. Mary’s City,
Deputy Secretary Edward
Maryland’s oldest brick strucMagruder Passano, Surgeon
ture. The brick bears the 350Charles O’Donovan III, M.D.,
year-old thumb prints of its
and J. Scott Watkins were dinmaker. The gifts are now disner guests of the Archbishop at
played together at the Basilica’s
the historic Basilica Rectory.
museum next to the vestments
Joining the party were Dr.
worn by Pope John Paul II when
Henry Miller of Historic St.
he celebrated mass in Baltimore
Mary’s City, Fr. Louis Bianco,
in 1995. The gifts will also share
Priest Secretary to the Archa space with the Carroll Taberbishop, and Basilica Rector Fr.
nacle, believed to be the original
James Boric.
tabernacle from the Jesuit
Cocktails and hors d’oeuvres
Chapel in St. Mary’s City. The
were served in the Cardinal GibCarroll Tabernacle is currently
bons Room. Later the guests
on loan to the Smithsonian. The
were given a personal tour of
Basilica and its museum are visthe rectory by the Archbishop.
ited by more than 100,000 tourAlong the way were portraits of
ists and pilgrims each year.
Baltimore’s Cardinals and ArchIn December 2015, Archbishops by Gagliardi, Peale, and
bishop
Lori traveled to the
Healy and architectural draw- Archbishop William E. Lori with visiting Maryland
Vatican to deliver the Society’s
ings by Benjamin Latrobe. Other Colonial Warriors
gift of a Liberty Tree Cross to
works included two large paintbishop,
Ambrose
Maréchal,
S.S.,
His
Holiness Pope Francis during a
ings of Christ’s Charge to Peter
th
who
dedicated
the
Basilica
in
1821.
private
audience. To learn more
(18 -century, artist unknown) and
Many of the rooms reflected the
about the Liberty Tree Cross, log
The Eucharistic Procession (1670, by
period of the Rectory’s early years,
on to www.scwmd.org and click
Micco Spadaro), both gifts of Carth
-century
Baltimore
with
early
19
on the media page.
dinal Joseph Fesch.
Cardinal Fesch was a diplomat,
a Prince of France, a member of the
House of the First French Empire,
and Napoleon Bonaparte’s uncle.
The Cardinal was considered one
the great collectors of his time.
These gifts were made during the
tenure Baltimore’s third Arch-

Mark Your Calendar for these Upcoming Events:
December 2, 2017 (Saturday) – Annual Christmas Party, Elkridge Club
January 14, 2018 (Sunday) – Annual Oyster Roast, L’Hirondelle Club
March 22, 2018 (Thursday) – Annual Business Meeting and Spring Assembly, Maryland Club
Summer Event, to be determined; Fall Event, to be determined.
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Portrait of a Queen
By Catherine Rogers Arthur
Senior Curator and Director,
Maryland Commission on Artistic
Property, Maryland State Archives

ings of the era and artists of this
oeuvre.
Initial microscopic paint analysis, which sought to determine
whether pigments were hand- or
machine-ground (as is typical of
19th-century paints), was inconclusive, although further pigment
analysis of the blue of her dress
could shed light on which blue pig-

Thanks to the generous support
of the Society of Colonial Wars in
the State of Maryland (SCWMD),
the conservation of a large and
beautiful portrait of our State’s
namesake, Queen Henrietta Maria,
is nearing completion.
The portrait, and those of
Charles I and Queen Anne,
were acquired by the State in
1925 by Governor Albert C.
Ritchie for display in the State
House.
Since this past spring, the
painting has been in the Baltimore studio of Sian Jones being
cleaned, conserved, and studied. Over the summer, SCWMD
members W. Peter Pearre,
Mortimer Sellers, and J. Scott
Watkins had the chance to see
the painting in process, along
with Maryland State Archives
staff including Deputy State Archivist Elaine Rice Bachmann,
Associate Curator and Collections Manager Christopher
Kintzel, and myself.
From the beginning of conservation treatment, observa- Queen Henrietta Maria (1609-69)
tions about aspects of the paint- After Anthony van Dyck (1599-1669)
ing pointed in conflicting direcment was used. Prussian blue, for
tions. The large canvas is seven feet
example, was first invented in 1704
high by nearly five feet wide, and
but was not widely available till
careful investigation revealed that
later in the century.
the canvas is seamed selvage edge
Julia Marciari-Alexander, Directo selvage edge, as would be extor of the Walters Art Museum and
pected for large canvases of the 17th
an expert in British Art, met the
century. The conservator noted
group for one of the visits. At the
some granularity in the paint,
time of its acquisition by the State
which led her to conclude that it
from London paintings dealer
was a 19th-century copy. This disCharles Newman, the painting was
crepancy led us to pursue scientific
attributed to court painter Daniel
analysis of paint samples and pigMytens (1590-1647/48). The paintments, and to enlist the aid of art
ing has also been attributed to Van
historians specializing in the paintDyck, or after Van Dyck, so among

the goals of this treatment was to
see if it were possible to firm up the
attribution.
After our visit with Ms.
Marciari-Alexander, she made an
introduction to Catharine MacLeod, Senior Curator of 17th-Century Portraits at the National Portrait Gallery, London. We sent detailed photographs to her, from
which she was able to make the
judgment that it was a copy of
Van Dyck’s 1637 portrait of
Henrietta Maria, now in the
Schlossmuseum at Oranienburg
in Germany. She also believes
that the appearance of the inscription on the lower right corner of the painting as well as the
character and manner of the
painting appear to be late-18thcentury – an honest copy, as opposed to a forgery.
As of this writing, Henrietta
has been cleaned and varnished
in
preparation
for
the
inpainting of losses that is now
underway. Her gold-leaf frame
is complete and ready for the
canvas to be rejoined. The portrait of King Charles I, her husband, is also being conserved
with the Archives’ limited conservation funds so that King
and Queen will be reunited,
hopefully in time for the 2018 Session of the General Assembly.
Without the Society’s support,
we would not have been able to address these very important portraits together. We are excited to
ready them for their return to public display in the Governor’s
spaces, possibly the Governor’s
Reception Room on the 2nd floor of
the State House, where they hung
for many years.
We are most grateful for
SCWMD’s financial support of this
project.
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Warriors Get Fortified At Fort Garrison
By Jeffrey Scott Watkins

large wedges of local cheese and
fresh baked wheat and corn breads
As a way of showing their
from the fort’s Dutch oven. A delithanks for a Society of Colonial
Wars in the State of Maryland
(SCWMD) grant, the Rangers
of Fort Garrison and the Baltimore County Department of
Recreation and Parks treated a
group of Warriors of the Council to a late-17th-century frontier meal within the fort’s walls
in October. The fort, also
known as a blockhouse, is located a mile north of
Stevenson Village on Garrison
Farms Road. Built in 1695 by
order of Governor Francis
Nicholson, the fort served as a
headquarters for a unit of
mounted rangers. The building provided food, lodging,
and weapon supplies to the
rangers, whose mission it was
to protect settlers from hostile
Indians and further the expansion of civilization on the western frontier of the colony.
What was once wilderness is
now a cul de sac with mid- Warriors at the fort’s table
1970’s split-level housing. The
fortress now stands as an oasis
of history.
A damp autumn day was
made cozy with the warm
glow of candlelight and the
smell of roasted turkey over a
crackling fire in the fort’s great
stone hearth. A long, primitive
table lined on both sides with
hand hewn benches was set
with implements and pewterware of the period. There to
greet and serve the Warriors
was our host, Ranger F. Kirk Dessert
cious beef stew was served from an
Dreier, along with two frontiersiron pot, followed by plump
men, a lady from one of the early
bangers from a local farm’s hog,
families, and a female Indian scout.
basted turkey from the spit, crisp
Thirst comes first. In stoneware
slaw, flavorful roasted mushpitchers were both sweet and hard
rooms, and root vegetables.
ciders. The banquet began with

Events Chairman Walter Mitchell was absent but there in “spirits,”
as he had generously contributed a
case of Baltimore Rainwater
Madeira. Governor Mortimer
Sellers did the honor of pulling
the corks, and laughter and
good conversation flowed. A
few verses from the poem
“The Sotweed Factor” by
Ebeneezer Cooke (1665-1732)
were recited by Governor Sellers, followed by Warrior
Watkins singing the “Grenadier Guards” off key. The end
of the meal was sweetened by
homemade shortbread cookies
with blueberry filling along
with apple and chocolate pies
served with hand-whipped
cream.
During dessert, Ranger
Dreier displayed and briefly
lectured on a reproduction English
carbine
62-caliber
smoothbore musket, circa
1640-1650, made by Leonard
Day of Westhampton, Massachusetts. One of several items
purchased with funds from
our Society’s grant, the gun
has an “English Dog” lock copied from one excavated at
Jamestown, Virginia. The gun
is exhibited and interpreted at
both Marshy Point Nature
Center and Fort Garrison as
part of the “Hunting the
Chesapeake” program. The
SCWMD grant will also fund
the acquisition of other items
not normally purchased by the
Department of Recreation and
Parks but vitally needed for
high-quality re-enactments.
With the last drops of Madeira,
the candles melted down and the
embers dimmed in the hearth. The
well-fortified Warriors faded back
into the world of the present.
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Rare Society Treasure Discovered
By Jeffrey Scott Watkins

When Warrior and Gentleman
of the Council Daniel B. Fisher
went wandering about the Baltimore Antiques Show, little did he
suspect his eyes would fall upon a
rare figure emblematic of the Society of Colonial Wars in the State of
Maryland (SCWMD) and its history. Standing regally among old
maps, silver, paintings, and other
objets d’art was world-renowned
sculptor Albert Weinert’s bronze
model for the Cecilius Calvert
monument that was commissioned
by the Society more than a century
ago.
Born in Leipzig, Germany and
later immigrating to United States,
Albert Weinert (1863-1947) was
among the finest sculptors of his
day. A student of the Royal Academy and the Ecole des Beaux-Arts
in Brussels, Weinert’s works include the Haymarket Martyrs’
Monument and the Battle of Lake
George Monument. Quickly realizing the importance of the find,

Fisher contacted fellow Warrior J. Scott Watkins, and the
two Warriors went to view
the bronze the next day. In
true Warrior fashion they
were easily distracted by old
swords, muskets, cannons,
18th-century portraits of gentry with their horses, and
neoclassical sculptures of
voluptuous women. Fisher
and Watkins continued to
loiter, browse, and bother
the vendors. Before leaving,
the two remembered their
mission and made their way
to the bronze model. They
examined the piece and finally the price tag—slightly
higher than the $5000 that
the large Calvert statue cost
to erect in 1908.
The bronze measures 29
inches in height and weighs 40
pounds. Baltimore-born silent film
star Francis X. Bushman, considered at one time the most handsome man in the world, posed for

Cecilius Calvert statue dedication, St. Cecilia’s Day, 1908

it. Dealer James Rawles and wife
Renata Ramsburg acquired the
piece at a bankruptcy auction of the
Baltimore Federal Savings and
Loan Corporation almost 30 years
ago. Rawles said the statue was in
the office of the bank’s president.
“We love Maryland history and
have enjoyed having the 2nd Lord
Baltimore in our front hall all these
years, but it was time to downsize,”
said Rawles.
The statue’s availability was
brought up at the end of
September’s SCWMD Council
meeting. Sensing the opportunity,
the Council quickly approved a
budget for its acquisition, which
was concluded after amicable negotiations. Part of the purchase
price was the promise of a taste of
South River Club Punch from the
Society’s silver punch bowl. “My
wife Renata and I are delighted the
bronze is going to the very organization that inspired its creation,”
Continued on page 8
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Treasure
Continued from page 7

said Rawles. “We are happy to
know SCWMD is dedicated to preserving Maryland’s colonial past.
The statue is going to a good
home.”
Since its acquisition, the bronze
has been examined by David
Wiesand of McLain Wiesand, by
Gary Seigel of New Arts Foundry
of Hampden, and by Jon Frembling
of the Amon Carter Museum of
American Art. All of the experts
have remarked on the bronze
sculpture’s exquisite form, patina,
and detail.
Seigel identified the mark of the
Roman Bronze Works of New
York, where the miniature statue
was forged. Established in 1897 by
Riccardo Bertelli, the Roman
Bronze Works produced some of
the finest works of sculpture, in-

cluding the famous Remington
bronzes. Frembling determined
that the process that gives the
statue its superb detail is cire perdue
(French for “lost wax”). This metal
casting technique consists of making a wax model and coating it
with a refractory material (such as
clay) to form a mold, heating until
the wax melts and runs out of small
holes left in the mold, and then
pouring metal into the space made
vacant.
Seigel believes the miniature
bronze came from a plaster
maquette made by Weinert as the
prototype for the large statue that
stands in front of the Mitchell
Courthouse. The miniature has no
serial or edition number and is
likely unique, although it could
conceivably be one of a very small
number of identical castings.

SOCIETY OF COLONIAL WARS
IN THE STATE OF MARYLAND
P.O. BOX 688
Riderwood, Maryland 21139-0688

Weinert’s model drew praise from
the beginning. Reporting on the
competition for the commission to
create the Calvert statute, the Baltimore Sun on February 5, 1905
stated, “Mr. Weinert’s design is
very ornate and it seems great attention has been paid to details.”
After Weinert won the award, his
model was exhibited at the Maryland Institute College of Art for
four months, where it was reportedly admired by many students of
Maryland history.
Currently, the SCWMD Council
is determining the best use and
placement of the bronze of
Maryland’s founder. Estimates
have been solicited for a plinth and
for a mold to be used to create replicas for possible award purposes
and/or for purchase by interested
Society members.

Visit the Society's website at www.scwmd.org

